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his publication is put together on the traditional lands of the Musqueam (xʷmәθkʷәy̓әm), Tsleil-Waututh, and Squamish
(Sḵwx̱wú7mesh) peoples. Going further out into the region today referred to as the “Lower Mainland”, are the lands of the
Katzie, Stó:lô, and many others. These are all distinct peoples who are part of a language group spoken of as “Coast Salish”.
In July 2014, the City of Vancouver formally admitted that it exists on unceded native lands. Their declaration said this
realization came from “the year of reconciliation”, and that the city now plans to work with representatives from native
communities to determine appropriate protocols for conducting business. This was a logical conclusion of the persistence of
activists, indigenous and otherwise, reformist to revolutionary, in acknowledging this fact in their organizing, which often
includes similar declarations at the beginning of public events.
As anarchists we do not intend to acknowledge land theft to carry on with business as usual. We speak these words with an
intention to tear down the system that needs colonialism and domination in the first place. We hope that we can all carry
forward in a manner that shows intentions to our declarations, rather then continued colonial lip service.
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A Brief Introduction

elcome to the second edition of Wreck. An anarchist journal featuring theory, analysis, impassioned rants, emotional
pleas, and other things. Since the last issue, the social context we know of as Vancouver has remained it's morbidly
depressing self. Climate change has brought us the most Californiaesque sunshine in recorded history but predictably so,
none of its light has touched our most revolutionary social aspirations. As the struggle against pipelines heats up in the
north, we find our rage blunted and softened by a liberal pacifism that cloaks itself in privilege politics, and our hearts bleed
out from our inability to follow through with our comrades due to our personal failings, lack of charisma, and resources. We
feel as though we take a place in a crowd of posers, our hands tied as we show ourselves incapable of providing any viable
option to the legalistic political maneuvering that many of our indigenous comrades are tied to.
So many have focused their rage and insecurities internally that they appear to find no location of an enemy that can be
defined through anything but abstraction. We shut ourselves off from any insurrectionary possibility, whether personal or
otherwise.We are left with nothing but the petty comforts we can negotiate and suffer through! But we need not accept these
cards. Our rebellion can begin with a no! And that no can begin now!

LIBERALS! CAN WE LOVE AND HATE EACH OTHER FREELY NOW? CAN WE BE FREE TO MAKE MISTAKES NOW?
CAN WE ACT ON OUR OWN VOLITION NOW? CAN WE BE HONEST WITH OURSELVES AND OTHERS NOW?

CAN WE

NOW!?!?

THE URGE TO WRECK IS A CREATIVE URGE! WE ARE NOT AFRAID OF WRECKAGE, BECAUSE WE HAVE A NEW
WORLD IN OUR HEARTS! SO LET'S WRECK THE AVENUES WHERE THE WEALTHY LIVE!
Some truly comradely critique is of the utmost importance now! To the wild hearts! Don't go softly into this mess of the
world we know! Everywhere we look there are relationships to explore! Capitalism and the state to attack! Love to be found
and new perspectives to consider!
We began this project with the hope of finding others. To that end we have been mildly successful. We have been overjoyed
by the response it has received internationally, but we continue to strive for a vehicle of critique and communication locally.
This issue we have a submission that tells the story of inspiring resistance to a Gold mine in an ancient forest. An anarchist
analysis of the truth and reconciliation commission, as well as the media. Current news and updates, as well as a look back at
the riots which caused 3 million dollars in damage to Vancouver's downtown core in June of 2011, and more. We hope that
you enjoy or hate this publication. That it's pages cause you to curse or love anarchists from here afterwards. But above all
that it clears the air of stagnation, like the rains we have come to miss.
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This Dance, Dance, Revolution Will
Not Be Televised

A debriefing on May Day, Street Party 2, and the VPD response
{ BY ANONYMOUS

V

ancouver sucks. Here, the urge toward social struggle is
funnelled into "Activism". Activism that seems so tired
and sometimes so aware of how its purpose isn't much more
than to quiet the nagging feelings that we're not really doing
anything. Folks dropping into school and apathy and off of
the dole and into careers, maybe staying on whatever
collective. It sucks and I don't know what to do about it. But
the best night of my year so far was a bizarre and
unprecedented illegal street party. It was fun and - this might
be naive or just hopefully - opened some doors, to show us
that other things are possible in organizing. Likely not
probable, reasonable, tactical, or desirable - but possible.

city, it is also totally unfeasible for most groups. Unless
you're backed by business associations you're not going to
throw a party, and unless you're the Kidney Foundation,
you're not going to get a permit for a march. Following the
VPD statement a bike rave was cancelled and though I'm not
that into bikes or raving, it was sad to see.

May Day this year some anarchists and friends decided a
more festive vibe would be appropriate in light of increased
policing at recent anarchist demonstrations. The annual
celebration was billed as a street party instead of a protest
and was advertised widely through social media and posters.
Somehow, this event went viral (with mainstream media like
Virgin Radio and Vancity Buzz advertising it) and it became
the cool thing to do on the night of Friday, May 1.

Despite the VPD's attempts to ruin everything there are
still illegal parties and protests planned throughout the
summer, including Commercial Drive Street Party Part II.

The Commercial Drive
Street Party

After-party

Who knows if the fines mentioned in their press release
are even legal, (I'm sure someone knows, but I don't) but they
won't be handing them out indiscriminately. This is a weak
scare tactic, so don't let it work. It's often a good idea to
remain anonymous and disperse the responsibility when
organizing an illegal event, so this is just another reminder to
stay safe.

May Day worked because it was completely out of any
organizer's control. It wouldn't have been what it was
without all the individuals that brought something to the
table. Additionally, it would have been hard for the cops or
the city to blame any one group for the riotous event and its
The result was a giant illegal party that completely shut intoxicating atmosphere. Bring something to the space an
down Commercial Drive for one night. Organizers held on to organizer opens up for you whether its a party or a protest.
anti-capitalist messages, indicating the symbolism of taking
Get uncontrollable, Vancouver.
back a gentrifying neighbourhood, but that wasn't really the
point.
It's hard to summarize everything that was going on
because so many people were acting autonomously. At any
one point there could have been up to 10 000 people flooding
the commercial strip and between 1 and 5 thousand where
the party was. There were at least three sound systems, a free
barbecue, people dancing all over the street, a marimba band
playing in the park, a line of partiers up against the police
line, IWW flags flying above the crowd, people who didn't
know each other helping protect the sound system from the
cops, and folks in black masks that weren't being shamed or
shunned by the diverse crowd. The party moved with a roving
sound system while others stayed in the park and had their
own rave for hours. A VPD riot van got smashed up and
people were so high on hating party-poopers that it could
have been any random hooligan.

Police Response

Though the police were grossly outnumbered, they still had
a pesky presence. Several people were pepper sprayed and a
few were arrested, including a comrade who was given some
heavy-handed bail conditions for that offence (uttering
threats to a cop) and some previous ones (assaulting a cop).

Getting Uncontrollable: Aug 21st

Following a successful May Day Street Festival the
Vancouver Police released a statement threatening
organizers with tens of thousands in policing costs and fines
for unsanctioned (events without permission from the city).
In response the organizers launched DIY Commercial Drive
Street festival in defiance of the threat.
In the weeks leading up to the Commercial Drive Street
Party Part 2 the Vancouver Police Department along with the
Commercial Drive Business Society released statements and
gave press conferences in order to fear mongering and urge
the public to not attend citing safety and cleanliness. The
VPD referenced a stabbing that happened on the date of the
first street party on May 1 as a way to scare the public. Randy
Finchman, the mouth piece of the VPD later stated there is no
way to directly link the stabbing to the street party.
Eyewitness accounts also describe it as unrelated. The VPD
also posted notices on peoples buildings around Commercial
Drive to persuade them on not attending. The VPD and media
alike continue to not report on the several people that were
pepper sprayed and one individual that was given a concision
when slammed to the ground by the VPD Public Safety Unit.

Nearly a month later the Vancouver pigs issued a press
Also city councillor Meillisa Geniva (on the Board of
release "reminding" event organizers to get a permit before
Directors of No-Fun-City) released a statement against the
hosting an outdoor party or event. They continued to
dance party and urged the city to shut it down and put fences
threaten to fine promoters/organizers for the policing costs.
up like they did for the Cannabis Day demonstration. Despite
"We don't want to show up uninvited," they said. Sure.
these warnings over 500 people showed up. The numbers
Aside from the symbolic and political reasons, most were a far cry from last time but the police showed up with
radicals wouldn't want to get a legitimate permit from the 100 officers, although most just sat in vans the whole night.
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Around 7pm the VPD harassed everyone in the park seizing
liquor, giving tickets for anything from jaywalking to smoking.
They would roll up 5 deep with their bikes, with their new tazers
strapped to their legs, and surround people sitting in the park.
The numbers at this point were small and the police used
intimidation to try to keep it that way. A local resident came up
to us and asked if his tax Dollars were really going to cops
standing around pouring out liquor. He left swearing under his
breath. Grandview Park is notorious for smoking weed and
drinking, which is hated by the same upper class neighbours
that were against this party and the last.

At around 8pm there was quite a large drum circle of about
200 people, and at around 9:30pm, people were starting to
wonder if there was actually going to be a street party. Out of
nowhere, 20-30 people come onto Commercial Drive with a huge
sound system and a “FUCK THE PREMITS” banner.
As the numbers swelled, people made their way onto the
Drive, dancing up and down the street until 12:30am. Major
intersection of Hastings and Commercial was also blocked for
15-20 minutes. Meanwhile in Grandview park the police cleared
a peaceful crowd out at 12:45am
No one was arrested and the sky did not fall. Fuck Their
Permits.

Anti-Capitalist May Day 2015

Commercial Drive Street Party 2, August 21st
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Fire to the Ballot Boxes

Against Fantasies and Representation
{ BY LLUD

“I play to people’s fantasies. I call it truthful
hyperbole. It’s an innocent form of
exaggeration—and a very effective form of
promotion.” - Donald Trump, “The Art of the
Deal”, 1987

V

oting day is yet another symbolic day
where people who lust for power, play on
your fears and hopes. An expensive and
captivating project that serves as little more
than a conquest and distraction; kind of like
the Olympics or any spectacular event where
passive spectators are convinced that they
are, in fact, vital participants. Democracy is a
system of control by which the ruling class
maintains its interests. Dictatorships are
roughly the same thing although the control
is generally more obvious, and widely
understood.
It seems that with every passing election, Ballots and ballot boxes being burned in Guerrero, Mexico, June 2015
that the call for a lesser evil becomes ever
The only choice I see, is how long will “we” take this, and
louder, and yet the evil that surrounds us is never any lesser. when are “we” gonna handle this problem ourselves.
On this land stolen, and with these institutions founded on
genocide, is it any wonder that things are the way they are?
The right wing of capitalism has an easy job when it comes to “...plus, there's no justice, it's just us!” - Guru (from Gangstarr),
the packaging and delivery of peoples' darkest fantasies. They Betrayal, 1998
can offer the age old project of the white race, and set the
conditions that will keep it's followers insecure. They can offer
the well oiled machine, where all deviances and disputes are
easily sorted out so that it can keep on running, as privileges
and rewards trickle down to those who believe. They can offer
the safe and watchful eye, who's oppressive glare is only
blocked by the bleeding hearts so that the dangers persist, and
it is justified once again.
But what can be offered by the left wing of capitalism? I see
the same project more or less. It's welfare state, it's policing
structure, it's abundant economy, all rest on the same
principles: progress (a contradictory and even more absurd
version than that of the right), white-supremacy (with more
women and faces of colour in power, and with an
acknowledgement of it so that it can continue to function with
a caring side), domination (no more or less self managed), and
never forget, a sound business plan. I could never get behind
such an underhanded and disempowering response to this
horrible world, and it's no surprise that many others don't
either. It is all the more pathetic and hilarious how the left
refuses to play the game of personal smear against the right, in
their drive to play towards the fantasies of reason, civility and
rationality.
Not that it's on the table anymore, but taking the social
democratic fantasy to it's logical conclusion; do “we” use a
nationalized resource extraction economy to fund social
programs while the world burns in ecological catastrophe? Do
“we” “bring the jobs back home” and reindustrialize the
working class? And what of the rest of us in this
fundamentally global economy? How will “we” respond to
deepening economic and environmental catastrophe
elsewhere? Nicer refugee-concentration camps and border
stations? And what of the continued threat of reaction, back to
that “greater evil”? Is there much of a choice at all?

KKKanadians need to do away with politics, as much as they
must do away with political politeness and being KKKanadian
at all. They love to point their finger in shock at every new
development south of the border. But for every Donald Trump
or Dubya, Hurricane Katrina and Charleston South Carolina, I
see a Ferguson and Baltimore ready to set alight. I see that
many down south have done away with politeness in both bad
and wonderful ways. I take inspiration in what people do, free
of mediation, and that is the only glimmer of hope I can find. It
is only by the unmediated, unrepresented self-organized
action of people at the grassroots, that threatens the powerstructure and wears away at society; that the right and left
wings of capitalism have ever given any quarter, in any
significant way. And they have only done so, so that they can
take away again in the future, after things have calmed down.
I say all this with my future elderly self in mind, dying on
the streets of pneumonia with no pension and a broken body
from years of hard labour; or perhaps managed and mentally
deteriorating in some home for the elderly, every rebellious
action resisted by some well-intentioned lefty do-gooder, while
my family are unable to relate to me, busy in their lives under
this or that managed economy. I say this with the refugee in
mind; fleeing whatever horrific circumstance, faced with a
cold and blunt or caring dehumanization. I say this thinking
about many of the indigenous people of these lands, who's selfrespect and self-determination are consistently frustrated and
impossible under the right or the left.

To those who say there will be no revolution tomorrow, I say,
no shit! But I also say that as long as this is your perspective
then the more impossible a revolution will ever be. As long as
we make excuses not to practice our freedom, or practice the
type of self-organization necessary for us to break down the
walls between us, the less likely we will ever have a choice. As
long as we place our fears and hopes in the ones above, the
Must I choose between the benevolence of my right-wing impossibility of dealing with them on our own will persist.
construction boss, and the patronizing, self-righteous control For our joy, our lives, our self-respect, and our imaginations!
of a left-wing NGO, state program, or union bureaucracy? Must
Fire to the ballot boxes! Death to the Bosses! Devastation to
I choose between the patriarchal “pull yourself up by your
bootstraps” and the paternalistic “calm down and let us handle the State!
this”?
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Media Confusions
{ BY HEDWIG

“A newspaper destroys communication as certainly as a
bomb destroys life.”
– “Yarostan Vochek” in the novel Letters of Insurgents by
Fredy Perlman.

A

nother blog, another Facebook post, another message
board. I consume words that flow across electronic
screens so that I can connect. It feels significant - to have
knowledge of these events, this expansive human activity, to
grasp the world around me. How else would I know?
I put out thoughts. I write comments or responses,
sometimes even a fully edited article, for others to take in. I
interpret the actions of others using my experience and my
knowledge as a filter so others can understand.
I say that I do this in the absence of revolt, in the absence
of “real” activity.
(I think I may be lying.)

w W w
When I was a student I put a poster on my wall, black with
white words and a fist in the air that said ‘Take Back the
Media’. Because the corporate media is biased. They never
report TRUTH. I was told to be the media to help communicate
what is real.
As if I had no bias as an anarchist. As if my intentions were
“pure”.
The media becomes one of the main ways we communicate.
Anarchists podcast to spread news of international revolt or
share a post to provide an alternative perspective to the
capitalist media. I saw value in this journalism once. Or at
least “our” journalism. I thought sharing these words would
help spread what I believed to be the truth of things.
But now I’m skeptical. In Letters of Insurgents, the
character Yarostan describes a hypothetical uprising at some
of the factories in a town called Margarna. He writes to a
friend, someone who used to work on a newspaper, about the
media:

“You commented on the press’s falsification of the Margarna
events but you suggested this was due to the bias of the
reporters or owners and not to the very nature of the
instrument. I think you fail to grasp something about the press,
probably because you were so deeply involved in it. You fail to
understand that instruments of domination and destruction
can’t be used for anything else.”
The problem with the media isn’t just about bias. It’s not
just about the ways in which corporate (or alternative) media
skews events. There is something inherent in media that is in
direct opposition with our projects towards a different world.

Cover art of Letters of Insurgents
glass that didn’t reflect the experiences of the individual on
either side but only the reporter’s.”
This points to a problem of representation, to the ways in
which the media must not only observe but interpret human
activity. In order to communicate, the reporter places
individuals into sociological categories, redefining the
actions of others based on the ideologies of the current social
order. They impose a reality, the reality the reporter creates,
upon not only other observers but also the participants of the
events they describe. Even if activity is attempting to break
out of the dominant system, the reporter places it back into
that system.
We have seen the media, corporate or alternative, describe
riots as the desire of the lower class to participate in
democratic capitalism. We have seen others describe the
activity as racial outrage against excessive force. Sometimes
it is “the anarchists” who are interested in wanton
destruction. Each time reporters attempt to describe the
events using a frame of reference and human categories the
public knows and can understand. Even when individuals are
asked to speak for themselves, their quotes are placed in the
context of the reporters own understanding or belief of what
that activity may mean. But our actions can never be
explained away so easily. Our motivations can’t be wrapped
up into neat packages for social scientists to turn into pie
charts and bar graphs read in ten minutes on an iPhone.

“Gross, unbridgeable chasms separated two groups of
people mutually engaged in antagonistic activities. The
workers of Magarna were desperately trying to cease to be
what they were, to free themselves from the routine that had
repressed them, while the reporters made no effort to cease to
be what they were but on the contrary threw themselves
passionately into their special routine. The Magarna workers
The only way we can really understand one another’s
were desperately trying to communicate directly with each
other and their likes elsewhere while the reporters were actions is to speak to each other. We need to try to find a way
spreading their reportages between like and like, interpreting to communicate without the media telling us what the
each to the others, portraying each to the other through a activity represents.
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But even if we agree with Yarostan, even if we think that
the media destroys communication and free activity, can we
really let it go? What if this is the only way I can hear about
the activity of others in this expansive global capitalism? Do I
knowingly consume more podcasts, more message boards,
knowing that I am reinforcing a way of living I am
theoretically against?

Or maybe, as Yarostan believes, “such contexts are
antithetical to your goals and hostile to your struggle and by
engaging in them you merely strengthen forces whose very
existence negates your project and your community.”
But in the end, I’m not even sure the critique really
matters. The world I live in is reinforced by so much more
than the media and I’m comfortable here, in front of my
computer screen. No critique, no battle of ideas, will change
that. Perhaps I know that I will keep reading the news and
writing in journals even if I’m afraid it negates the world I
want to exist.

And what of the agitprop that so much of our anarchist
communication consists of? Is it a problem that our reports
are often no less biased than the corporate media, that we use
events to promote our own ideas and values? Because maybe
it is a bit of a balancing act. Maybe the communist nihilists
“It did become clear to me and perhaps many others that
are wrong, that ideas do have power, and it is important for our agitation for an honest press was grounded in an illusion
our ideas to circulate to offset the messages of the dominant and that this activity was a substitute for real activity, we
social order.
were unwilling or unable to launch.”
This is a game we’ve played before, the one where we ask
And I still haven’t found that activity. Instead, I’m writing
which tools of capital anarchists can use to achieve some this.
goal. Do I keep using Facebook in the hopes that one day my
actions will help destroy it so it can be replaced with “true”
human community (whatever that means)? Do I keep
participating in journalistic ventures, consuming one day
and reporting another, with the naïve belief that one day
communication between individuals will emerge from the
spreading of revolt?

w W w

Social War and the Forest of Skouries
A summary of the struggle against the mining industry
{ BY ARTEMIS

N

Keep it in the Ground

owadays, living in Vancouver is often depressing. This
seems even more so for anarchists who look around to
see the horrific circumstances around us and are so isolated
“In conclusion, you should wake up to the fact that the
and small in number that we feel powerless to do anything struggle for land, freedom and self-determination is the
about it.
struggle of life against the refusal of life. As for the
One of the many horrific realties we are faced with is the "investment" aspirations of your protégé, we assure you that:
mining industry. “Canada” is home to 75 percent of the Mining will not happen, do not nourish any false hopes - If
world's mining companies, the majority of which are based you want gold, you’ll need to get it from your safety-deposit
in “Vancouver”. Along with the condos, fancy hotels, and boxes.” - excerpt from “Resolution addressed to the Canadian
other financial buildings, these mining headquarters are like Diplomatic Authorities and the Canadian Government” by
shiny glass middle fingers flipping us off from downtown Struggle Committee of Meghali Panaghia, May 22nd 2015
every day, telling us our dreams are impossible.
Gold and copper deposits have been known to exist in the
These mining companies are responsible for horrific Halkidiki area since ancient times. Part of this region
atrocities and ecological destruction around the world and contains the Skouries forest. This forest and the water and
yet do not feel the slightest threat locally. For example, ecosystem it supports is of the utmost importance for
Goldcorp, who are associated with the murder of at least one farming, bee breading, and fishing that takes place in the
grassroots indigenous organizer against their mining area, as well as vital for drinking water. Therefore any threat
projects in Guatemala, donated 10 million dollars and have to the forest is a threat to any shred of autonomous
named a university arts centre downtown. Activists have livelihood that exists in the area.
organized events at this centre that oppose mining projects,
As far back as 1996, Canadian Gold companies were buying
asking everyone to acknowledge the stolen native lands they land in the area to start mining exploration. This was resisted
are on and to “think about” how the very space they are using at the time by locals using legalistic methods, citing in the
is tied to mining exploitation. These events clearly show the courts the inevitable damaging effects of mining to this
zero-sum quagmire, where powerlessness and privilege meet forest of “enormous environmental beauty”. In 2003 Hellas
in the actions and minds of many organizers in this city.
Gold (today 95% owned by El Dorado Gold) bought the lands
There has been much in the way of inspiring resistance to in the Skouries forests. At the time, the economic crisis had
these locally based mining companies which has taken place not hit, it wasn't until after (post 2008), when economic times
where their mining projects are located. This article focuses were more harsh, that operations started to move along
on resistance to El Dorado Gold's 95 percent owned mine in faster. The laws and the police were used to push the mine
the Halkidiki region of Northern Greece. The resistance to through at all costs and squash local resistance to the mine.
this mining project can serve as an example of how we can
As we see here in relation to the tar sands, and other
carry forward with our own initiatives in Vancouver and still resource extraction projects, the state will use the threat of
maintain complex and critical relationships of solidarity hard times via the abstract logic of the economy to push
among diverse groups of people. It can also serve as an through all types of projects that exploit both the population
example of exactly what types of traps we should watch for and the land. Anarchists have intervened in this struggle in
when engaging in broad social movements.
tactical ways among others. The threat of mining, will not
only poison the land and threaten the long term livelihoods
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of local people (including anarchists), but is also a profit
driven scheme whereby the local population is tricked into a
“job-creation” mentality due to desperation while foreign
investors reap the rewards. Anarchists have been sure to
bring a larger analysis to the struggle that hopes to stop
nationalist and patriotic sentiments that might be
capitalized upon by fascists such as the Golden Dawn. The
following statement from August 2012 illustrates this point:

“OUR STRUGGLES HAVE NO FATHERLAND

Events continued through the summer and fall of 2012,
mostly mass demonstrations in Thessaloniki and
surrounding towns which were often attacked, and often
came in response to various acts of repression.
In Athens on January12th 2013, as the state was going
through the process of evicting various long standing squats
throughout the city, 2,000 demonstrators from the northern
towns against the gold mine protested at the same time as
mass demonstrations were taking place in resistance to the
evictions of the squats.

As long as we are part of this struggle, we stand not only
By February of 2013, after many mass marches and direct
against the environmental destruction but also against the actions by the people of the area, things heated up, literally.
State and the Bosses, both local and foreign. Their country of From a communique:
origin is of no importance, since their intention is profit and
“In the early hours of Sunday, February 17, 2013 an
not “development of the region” or “national interest”.
incendiary attack was carried out on a construction project
In a period that everyday survival becomes a struggle and at Mont Kakavos in the Halkidiki peninsula (100 km east of
ever larger parts of society are being impoverished, the Thessaloniki, in northern Greece), where there are facilities
interests of the powerful are christened national, destruction of mining company Hellenikos Chrysos (or Hellas Gold
is named development and the threat of society’s "Greek Gold"), a 95% subsidiary of the Canadian
fascistization is becoming a reality.
multinational El Dorado Gold. These two mining companies,
What is at stake for our struggle against the gold mines, is with the support of the Greek State, are seeking to exploit a
not whether they will be under a Greek or a Canadian gold mine in the mountainous region of the forest Skouriès.
company’s control or if they’re under the state’s control, but
that they should not even exist. In this scope defending “the
forest, the water and our lives” is not related with any sense
of “patriotic duty”. Because, just as the bosses’ profits, the
dignity of those who resist knows no borders.

The fire occurred when fifty masked people stormed the
fenced yard and set fire to containers used as offices,
vehicles (pickups, vans ...), generators, bulldozers and other
machinery of the mining company. The company had
entrusted the monitoring area to a private security firm. As
What is more we never thought of putting our hopes in the soon as the guards saw the group of people get into the
Council of State, its role as a part of the State is not to block fenced area, they started running and fled.
According to police, two guards were tied up while the
but to facilitate the functions of the capitalist system. Besides,
other
ten fled. The attackers then left the site on foot, placing
even the Constitution is clear. When it comes to national
economy and hence profitability, the environment and our logs across the road to slow the arrival of police and
firefighters.”
lives come second.
This struggle just like any other fight should rely on our
own forces, and not wait for a deus ex machina to save us. We
perceive ourselves as part of the struggles that are currently
given worldwide against the oppression of our lives and
environment.
FROM PERU TO INDONESIA AND FROM CANADA TO CHILE
THE STRUGGLE IS ONE”
- Open Cooperative of Thessaloniki Against the Gold Mines

In response the state came down heavy trying to locate the
saboteurs, including arresting a bunch of 15 year old kids
from their high school and forcing DNA samples from them.
Later on in March, riot police invaded the town of Ierissos
and raided peoples' houses looking for evidence. People from
the town responded with barricades, clashing with police
trying to force them out of the town. The police responded
with tear gas and smoke bombs causing several injuries
including at least one student at a school.

By August 2010, local people were reacting to a favourable
On April 10th, 2013, two comrades from Ierissos were
environmental impact investigation
kidnapped by members of EKAM special police forces. The
ruling, warning that they did not respect the decision by local police station was abandoned for fear of revenge. It was
the government, and that they would use road blocks and indeed attacked and everything inside burned. Barricades
other means to stop the project. Later protests, in the town of were also set up in the area. The two arrested comrades were
Ierissos, saw people posing as miners confront the protesters, charged in relation to the attack on the Skouries mining
claiming they were attacked and the media demonizing the project back in February.
opposition movement.
Due in part to all the repression, construction at the
In March of 2012 things intensified as local people in mining site was able to continue through the spring and
Ierissos (which sits very close to the gold mine, and where the summer of 2013 even without any government permits. The
local city government is strongly supportive of the mine) and resistance toned down for a while through the last half of
supporters demonstrating against the mine, including those 2013 and most of 2014 with only mass demonstrations,
who had occupied the local town hall, were repressed by what banner drops, “peaceful” blockades, and countercan mostly be described as strikebreakers, including the information campaigns being carried out.
police. Several people were injured and a monitoring station
In late November 2014, a demonstration of 1,500 people
set up by people from the opposition movement, was made it to the mining site and caught the riot police who
attacked and destroyed.
were stationed there by surprise. The gate to the site was
On March 30th thousands of demonstrators besieged the open and the demonstrators were able to enter for a few
mayor and his deputies in the town hall, destroying their moments before being forced out by flash bang grenades and
cars, erecting barricades and cutting out electricity to the tear gas. A confrontation continued in the forest for some
building. All evening and into the night, supporters from time with a lot of tear gas being used by police.
surrounding towns including Meghali Panaghia poured into
On December 4th, 2014, a group of people, in the interests
the town. It wasn't until 2am when riot police from of the mine, stormed a planning office in Arnea, threatening
Thessaloniki arrived that capitalist order was restored and the life of the head of planning trying, to get him to sign
the mayor and his deputies were saved and transported out building permits for the gold mine.
of the town in vans.
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Small riot against the gold mine in Athens
On April 5th, 2015, more clashes took place at the gold
mine. Later on April 16th, while miners and other supporters
of the mine demonstrated at Syntagma square to protest
challenges to the mining project by the recently elected
leftist Syriza party, anarchists and others rioted against the
mine. They attempted to demonstrate that movements must
be dynamic and that no government opposition would satisfy
their desire to destroy the mine and the capitalist system that
needs it.

control of Greece's capitalist economy, Syriza must act
according to the logic of the state they are managing. They
must play the game of superficial declarations that appeal to
their leftist base, while also keeping the economy running,
since they are now part of that system.

Today, El Dorado expects their gold mine to be producing
as of 2016. It is highly unlikely that Syriza will have the
ability to do any more than posture in the face of global
finance and the general logic of capitalism, otherwise they
risk sending the country into further crisis as many from the
autonomous movements that have the only real possibility to
break away (via direct action and mutual aid) from this sick
“Numerous state repression forces outside the construction logic, wait for the party to serve their needs.
site of the El Dorado Gold, by way of state and private police,
We can see similar problems here locally, when it come to
"welcomed" (demonstrators) with "rain" tear gas and stun
subjects like housing and pipelines, that rather than focusing
grenades. A few combatants responded throwing stones.
on autonomous initiatives, and diverse movements that can
However, on the one hand, most of them lack adequate gas
provide for our needs and defend ourselves from attacks by
masks and on the other hand, - and more substantially - the
the state against these efforts, people are always looking for
anti-state practices are incompatible with a large portion of
hope in the voting booths that will do nothing but make them
the protesters, seeking political management of the whole
more reliant on the powers that be.
issue through the left tract. Both the "official" left, as much as
At the time of this writing, Syriza have elected to accept a
the "red and black" group, do not want the situation to
remain uncontrollable. The events of recent years bear new bailout plan which includes the same austerity
measures that have crippled the people financially since the
eloquent testimony.
beginning of the economic crisis, thus betraying the people
Combatants need neither committees nor guardians and in who brought them into power. The streets have burned as a
no way, of course, any form of political representation from result of the reality that anarchist knew all along. Recently
left and right channels. Those cut for "the good of their the NDP was elected to power in Alberta and all the weak at
country", they kiss the asses of Syrizaists.... They speak of heart are taking it as some kind of inspiration the the
"innocent and guilty," "proper development", "proper electoral process can meat their needs, while the NDP firmly
representation of requests", "appeals to the State Council, support pipeline proposals. None of this should ever come as
trust (!) In Greek justice" and other oxymoronic words."
a surprise to us. We put ourselves in a much stronger
- Observation from an anarchist participant in the clashes at position when we rely on our own power and forget the
the mine in November '14
appeals of the realists at the tables of state and capitalist
In January 2015, Syriza, a radical coalition of socialists, power, like the many anarchists in Greece and the few who
communists, and green groups was elected into power in support them.
Greece. Through the years since the economic crisis hit,
Syriza voiced public concerns that reflected the positions of
autonomous movements. This included not denouncing the For an end to the exploitation of our mother earth!
anti-police uprising that took place in December 2008, anti- May we discover our own power, and never lose sight of it!
fascist sentiments against the Golden Dawn, and concerns
about the Gold mine in Halkidiki. As the party who are now in

Conclusion
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For the Anarchists and Criminals
A Look Back at the “Privileged” Riot of 2011

T

{ BY ZIG ZAG, INTRODUCTION BY LLUD

he #blacklivesmatter movement has brought many
crucial questions and realities to the fore. It has been
beautiful and inspiring to see people south of the border take
part in many kinds of actions that have shaken up
uncomfortable discussions within even my own non-political
friendships and networks. It has been especially inspiring to
see predominantly black youths standing up to the police and
taking destructive actions against the society the subjugates
and kills them on an everyday basis.
On the other hand it has been quite annoying to see many
of the generalizations and oversimplifications that are being
passed around over the internet by people from a leftist
political perspective. Certain videos and internet memes are
highlighting the phenomenon of the “white riot” comparing
and contrasting media narratives and motives behind the
rioters to that of “black protesters” in some cases, and full
scale anti-police riots in other cases. These are largely used to
highlight the very real effects of privilege in the context of a
white supremacist society.
Of particular annoyance to this anarchist from Vancouver
however, is the use of the June 2011 riot following the
Canuck's Stanley Cup loss as an example of the “white”,
“privileged” riot where people are not criminalized or face
any demonization for destructive acts taken against police
and downtown businesses. As if this act was comparable to
college kid riots in the states by the fact that there were also
white people in the crowds of Downtown Vancouver that
evening. This June it was four years since that riot took place.
Approximately 3 million dollars in damage and looting was
done to downtown that evening. Since then a 2 million dollar
police investigation with the collusion of countless snitches
and good sumeritans has brought charges against 300
people, 285 of which have pleaded guilty. Many people have
gone to prison, many people have lost their jobs, and
countless hours of community service have been served. In
addition to the reality of the police investigation, to make it
clear that this was not something where people simply got

off with their privilege, many seem to selectively forget the
police and media demonization campaign that went on for
over a year afterwards.
It is also of some significance that the CBC is a far more
subversively racist organization than that of the overtly
racist FOX News. Comparing news reports from the night of
the riot from CBC to that of hysterically racist tirades by CNN
and FOX News anchors in the context of black uprisings in
the states, as a way to point out how white-privilege works is
a huge stretch, considering that CBC would never use such
language in their reports. White Supremacy is a serious
problem, serious as genocide, so our critiques and attacks
against it must also be serious. Please, a little nuance people!
While we are on this subject I would also like to take the time
to state that I believe one very important way that whiteness
can be subverted and attacked is by at least some segments of
the white population becoming associated with criminality
and ant-social behaviour. If there was nothing about the June
2011 riot that threatened capitalist, colonial society in
Vancouver, then why would Police Chief Jim Chu have even
bothered to try and mystify the rioters of that night as
abnormal, claiming that it was the work of “a small group of
anarchists and criminals”?
The following article was posted to the Vancouver Media
Co-op by Zig Zag, on June 20th 2011, in the immediate
aftermath of the riot. It provides an excellent picture of the
context surrounding the riot. I am republishing it here in
Wreck, not because I condone every single thing that
happened on June 15th, 2011, but because I refuse to throw
people under the bus in my desire to cushion and flatter my
own feeling of legitimacy on the terrain of social struggle.
Yours truly, Llud

Smoke over Vancouver, 2011 Canucks Riot
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Center: Rioters lounging around a burning car, Left: Smashed out windows of a Bank of Montreal
Right: Celebrations surrounding a fire

Aftermath of the Canucks Riot

I

n their haste to demonize the rioters of June 15, authorities
have painted them as “anarchists and criminals,” who
weren't “real” Canucks fans; a small minority who took
advantage of the large crowds to carry out a premeditated
campaign of vandalism, arson, and looting. Vancouver police
chief Jim Chu has vowed to get the anarchists responsible,
whom he linked to Black Bloc militants that carried out
attacks during the anti-Olympic protest on Feb. 13 (the 2010
Heart Attack).
Meanwhile, in another world entirely, the political
ideologues of the left have passed their learned judgment on
the riot, dismissing it as being devoid of political content, a
product of alcohol, machismo, and corporate culture. Some
have criticized reports published on the Vancouver Media
Coop, which have linked the riot to rebellions in the Middle
East, against the G20, etc., offended that such 'mindless
hooliganism' is equaled to that of 'genuine' political revolt.

w W w

Mobilizing the Uptight Citizen

As a result of the corporate state propaganda, a general
atmosphere has been created that appears to vindicate the
claim that the riots were indeed carried out by a small, evil
minority. All upright citizens denounce and condemn the
riot, and will do their civic duty by sending tens of thousands
of digital photographs and video, and scouring Facebook to
find people boasting of their riot stories. Websites have been
established for people to submit incriminating photos of
rioters (i.e., canucksriot2011.com). Police have set up their
own sites for the public to submit photos and videos as well,
boasting that their twitter account crashed due to the
overload of users.
While much of this is hype, designed to mobilize the public
against this very bad example, all of the digital media passed
on to police will most certainly be studied for evidence and
identification purposes. Facial recognition software provided
by ICBC (the Insurance Corporation of BC, a government
agency) will be used to assist police in identifying people
from photos and video footage. The technology measures the
specific facial characteristics of anyone holding a driver's
license in the province. It also stores images taken for the B.C.
ID card, issued to non-drivers over the age of 12. Both these
forms of identification are issued by ICBC.
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One of the most common assertions by the uptight citizens
is that they are “ashamed” of the riot. The day after the
mayhem, plywood boarding around Hudson's Bay's smashed
out windows became an 'Apology Wall' shrine, with scribbled
messages by do-gooders apologizing for the destruction. These
expressions of shame are frequently accompanied by angry
demands that the rioters pay for what they did (The Province
newspaper headline roared “Let's make them pay” on June 17).
Psychologically, the uptight citizens appear to feel 'wronged'
by the rioters, their reputation reduced by association with the
same city as the violent mob. Hence, the assertion that it was a
small minority of anarchists and criminals, who aren't real
Canucks fans, finds a receptive ear among these loyalist
elements of the population. But this sense of ownership and
entitlement only reveals their arrogance and selfrighteousness, as if they are the only legitimate citizens with a
right to represent Vancouver.

Hockey Crowds and Crowd Control

Just hours before the June 15 riot, during a press conference
at a police board meeting, police chief Chu had boldly stated:
“There's not going to be a riot. Whether win or lose, we'll get
through it” (“Police chief's predictions go up in smoke,” The
Vancouver Courier, June 17, 2011).
During the same meeting, when asked if she was concerned
about the potential for a riot as had occurred in 1994 (when the
Canucks lost a Stanley Cup Game 7 to the New York Rangers),
city manager Penny Ballem naively responded “This city has
matured so much since then. We've really learned a lot and I
think there's a very different sense of how important it is not
to do that...”
The police had learned their lessons from the '94 riot and
were now much better prepared and experienced in crowd
control, we were repeatedly informed in the days and weeks
prior to June 15. One of the most common examples offered as
proof of this were the massive crowds on the streets for the
2010 Winter Olympics, where police carried out a 'meet-andgreet' strategy. Besides the anti-Olympic protests, the Games
did not see any serious crowd control situations develop,
despite having crowds as large as 100,000. Yet, as had become
clear by Game 5 of the Stanley Cup Finals, the Canucks fans
that filled the streets were of a very different demographic
than the Olympic crowds, being predominantly working-class
youth (aged 15-30) as opposed to middle-class family groups.

immediately assault people with batons, concussion grenades,
and ARWEN rounds. They did, however, use far less tear gas
than in '94, probably the result of extensive contamination of
the downtown core that occurred for days after. The ARWEN
rubber baton rounds used in '94, which badly injured one
youth and sent him into a months-long coma, were also
replaced by smaller pellets or discs. Overall, however, police
were too thinly spread out and did not effectively stop any acts
of vandalism, arson, or looting. The riot ended not through
police action but because there was little left to destroy and
plunder.

Who Were Those Canucks Fans?
Chief Chu has stated that the rioters were "young men and
women disguised as Canucks fans who were actually criminals
and anarchists. These were people who came equipped with
masks, goggles and gasoline, even fire extinguishers that they
would use as weapons." (“Canucks fans turn violent after loss,”
by Tim Newcomb, Sports Illustrated, SI.com, posted June 16,
2011).
Chu also stated that “They [the anarchists] had a plan, they
had weapons, they had an objective... You don't come to an
event and burn a car without bringing incendiary devices.”
(“Hoodlums to see inside of cell: Premier,” Matt Kieltyka, Metro
Vancouver, June 17, 2011)
I myself saw the cop cars arsoned, and the only “incendiary
devices” I observed were pieces of garbage placed on the back
seats and set on fire. And while there were some people
masked up, the vast majority were not, including those looting,
flipping cars, and setting them on fire (an obvious lack of
preparation or planning).
Several experts on crowd control and psychology also
disputed such claims:
“The Vancouver police and Mayor Robertson blamed the
havoc on anarchists who premeditated their violence, but both
Schneider [a UBC sociology professor] and Whitelaw said at
least some of the revelers were hockey fans... Whitelaw doesn’t
believe all of the rioters were hooligans.

“Hooligans generally cover their faces with balaclavas or the
like, but some of these people were wide open about letting
their faces be seen on camera,” Whitelaw said. “Many of them
seemed to be just young people who were out to have some fun
and got caught up in it and that’s unfortunate.”
Schneider also does not believe that anarchists were waiting
Along with a very different type of crowd, police had far less in the wings to start the havoc.
forces to deploy. The Olympics saw over 17,000 security
“It’s not a criminal mindset when people break a window or
personnel used, including some 6,000 cops and 4,500 military go into a store. People were celebrating the criminal activity
personnel. Up to this time, Vancouver police have refused to with strangers. The look on their faces was euphoric,”
say how many cops they had deployed on June 15, and Schneider said. “When you see that level of civil disobedience,
estimates range from 500-700. When the disturbances began, everyone is at risk.” (“Mayor says that after peaceful previous
Vancouver police had to request the assistance of regional
events, he didn’t anticipate trouble would arise,” by Jeff Lee
police forces, who then began dispatching personnel to
and Tracy Sherlock, Vancouver Sun, June 17, 2011)
downtown Vancouver.
What does Schneider mean “everyone is at risk”? He means
According to Bob Whitelaw, who provided recommendations they are at risk of becoming rioters. It's also interesting he uses
to the BC attorney-general's office following the '94 riot, the the term “civil disobedience.”
police failure was due to a false sense of security:
“It wasn't political”
"“The first six games set the police up in a complacency
“Maced in the face, hit with a Batton, tear gassed twice, 6
mode: ‘Everything is going well, everybody’s having a good
broken fingers, blood everywhere, punched a fXXXX pig in
time, let’s back off.’ Apathy then came into the play: ‘Let’s just
head with riot gear on knocked him to the ground, through the
let them have fun.’ And then denial that anything was going to
jersey on a burning cop car flipped some cars, burnt some
happen, and boy, it sure unraveled [Wednesday] night,”
smart cars, burnt some cop cars, I'm on the news... one word...
Whitelaw said.” (“Mayor says that after peaceful previous
History:):):))” (Facebook post, “Make them pay,” The Province,
events, he didn’t anticipate trouble would arise,” by Jeff Lee
June 17, 2011)
and Tracy Sherlock, Vancouver Sun, June 17, 2011)
“this is my first riot and I think i'm doing a pretty good job!!!
Although police have been criticized for their 'restraint' in lol I smell like burning people and cars and kicked a lot of riot
handling the riot, much of this was due to their lack of pig shields, got baton marks all or me to go with my bloody
numbers, too small to effectively attack and clear the massive face,whoya!!!!this is the best experience of my life!!! riot riot
crowds confronting them. I myself saw the first riot cops riot” (Facebook post, “Make them pay,” The Province, June 17,
deployed on W. Georgia outside the Canada Post building
2011)
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Rioters breaking into Sears, 2011 Canucks Riot
Some leftist ideologues have asserted that the riot was the
result of alcohol, that the youth were simply middle-class kids
acting out, while others have described it as being comprised of
predominantly young white males. These allegations are used
to show that the riot was without political consciousness or
rationale, that it “wasn't political.” This is similar to the uptight
citizen's dismissal of the rioters as not being genuine members
of the body politic. It also appears to be predominantly voiced
by those who weren't present in the zone of conflict, and whose
perception of it is warped by corporate media coverage.
The composition and sheer size of the crowds involved in
rioting were in fact highly political. The vast majority of youth
I observed in the rioting were from the most oppressed socioeconomic classes, with large numbers of people of colour
participating, including Asian, East Indian, Native, and black.
This ethnic mix is in fact very indicative of Greater Vancouver
in general, representing also the most economically depressed
elements of the population overall.

obvious reference to the Riot 2010 slogan used during the antiOlympic campaign. Among the incriminating photos posted on
Facebook was of a group wearing Canucks jerseys and posing
with looted tuxedos, captioned “Tuxedos: courtesy of riot
2011.” One of the incriminating Facebook pages highlighted by
the media stated “Fuck the police” and “Fuck the businesses.”
These youth are the products of this system—from its hypersexualized consumerism and violent media culture, to its
valorization of on-ice fighting in pro hockey and a blatant
association of sports consumerism with alcohol consumption.
Yet, while most of these young people may not be out attending
the weekly ritual protests organized by the left, it doesn't mean
they're all ignorant of what's going on in the world. They can
see it all on TV news and Youtube. How many of them watched
footage of the Toronto G20 rioting, with its inspiring images of
burning cop cars? There were no cars arsoned during the '94
riots, but this time there were 17. What about the revolts in
Athens or the Middle East? Or even the 2010 Heart Attack? How
could these youth not be affected by the events and disorders
of a disturbingly dysfunctional dystopia?

Middle class kids? It's difficult to assess the actual economic
status of these youth, but most weren't wearing $200 Canucks
jerseys. Looking at the countless photos and video footage, my
Certainly the extent of looting, far more than in 1994, has
estimation is that the rioters were predominantly working political meaning. The desire to accumulate material
class kids.
possessions may very well have been a motivating factor in
Most of those in the streets were definitely enjoying the looting, considering the scale of advertising. But what really
euphoria of liberation they were experiencing, and most were stands out is the sheer disregard for established authority and
clearly hostile to police (the most common chant being “Fuck the mass violation of one of Western society's most sacred
the Police”). These experiences have political ramifications, as institutions: property rights. Nor was it simply illegal
the authorities well know. While there were those who could be consumerism gone wild; many looters were throwing
described as anti-social elements (i.e., the brawls and fist fights merchandise out windows for those on the street to gather (rebetween fans), there were also those participating who clearly distributing or destroying wealth, the anti-thesis of
consumerism). These youth did not give a fuck about law and
saw it as a form of rebellion.
order, and there are indeed profound political implications in
I myself overheard debates among some rioters about the
this as well, one that greatly disturbs the capitalist ruling class
merits of attacking corporate or private property (a similar
(proof of which can be seen in their hysterical responses to the
account of which I saw in another media report as well). One
riot).
placard carried outside the CBC fan zone read “Riot 2011,” an
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In the case of the Canucks fans, their mobilization was
intuitively understood as a source of tremendous power that
should be exploited in order to attack police and (primarily)
corporate property. Irregardless of the participant's varied
goals (i.e., looting for economic gain, anti-capitalist or antigovernment action, or for the sheer joy of it), they shared a
similar strategy and intent. That is why, when police chief
Chu says there were those prepared beforehand, with tools
and plans, he's not lying. He's just exaggerating their ability
to incite thousands of other youth to participate. Many knew
there would be a riot, it was in fact eagerly anticipated. Some
were just better prepared.
Although sports riots are now the most common form of
rioting in North America, Vancouver's experiences have
differed from other cities (dubbed the 'Vancouver effect').
According to Jerry Lewis, the author of Sports Fan Violence in
North America and a professor of sociology,
“...they are usually celebratory sports riots. What makes
Vancouver stand out, both in 2011 and 1994, is that its street
mayhem followed the home team losing the big game...
[According to Bob Carrothers, a social psychologist from Ohio
Northern University] the Vancouver situation followed 'a
very European pattern where a loss almost seems like an
attack on your identity, on your city, on your team, on who
you are.'"
“He said that in North America, mostly 'when your team
loses, you feel bad, you slink home and you pout.'"
(“Vancouver not typical sports riot, sociologist says; Only
in Vancouver do fans riot when they lose: the Vancouver
effect,” By Daniel Schwartz, CBC News, cbc.ca, Posted: Jun 16,
2011)
Adding a rather cryptic observation, Carrothers also stated
that “compared to other sports riots, the level of violence in
Vancouver was very strange, "almost like there's an outside
force.” Perhaps it's the Pacific Ocean?

w W w

Riot Stats
Injuries: Altogether there were some 150 people injured, most from
tear gas, pepper spray, cuts, burns, blunt trauma wounds, and assaults.
One man remained in critical condition after falling 40 feet from a
viaduct overpass. There were four persons reported stabbed. At least
14 cops were injured, one with a brick to the head requiring stitches
and one suffering a concussion.
Personnel: An estimated 100,000 people were in the downtown area
at the time the rioting began. Of this, several thousand actively
participated and stayed in the downtown core. Police deployed some
500-700 officers, with some 100 members of the RCMP and Abbotsford
department.
Damages: There were more than 50 businesses damaged, including
broken windows, smashed display cases, with over $1 million in
damages and merchandise stolen from London Drugs alone (according
to Wynn Powell, the president and CEO of London Drugs). There were
17 cars destroyed by arson (including two cop cars), according to ICBC.
Numerous trash bins were set on fire. Rioting occurred over a ten block
radius of the downtown core.
Targets: Corporate stores attacked included Future Shop, Sears,
Chapters, Bank of Montreal, Hudsons Bay, Bell, 7-11, Blenz, Black and
Lee (a tuxedo store), Pacific Car Rentals, and a number of fashion
stores including Swimwear Etc., Sterling shoes, Yedina clothing, and
Mego.
Arrests: During the night of rioting, police arrested some 100
people, and this number is rising over the days as more people are
identified from the large amounts of photos and video circulating on
the internet and submitted to police. By June 20 117 arrests had been
reported in total by Vancouver police (85 for breach of the peace, other
charges included assault, break and enter, and public intoxication.
Containment: By 9:30PM, bus service into the downtown core was
stopped, and Seabus sailings only ran one way (out of the downtown
to the North Shore). Skytrain service was reportedly disrupted due to
the large crowds boarding it, beginning at 8:30PM, and people were
unable to use it to get downtown. Police claim the rioting had ended
after three hours (approximately 10:30PM), but incidents continued
until much later. Glass repair companies were only advised to enter the
area at 1AM, once it was declared secure.
1994: During the 1994 riot, some two hundred people were injured
and over $1 million in damages inflicted, with far less looting than
occurred in 2011.
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A Memory of Illegalism
{ BY RABIA

M

inutes pass adding up to something other, the past or
the future. Time is construed as nothing more than a
dreary schedule consisting of expected events orated by the
clock. The time piece functions as the custodian of life. It
demands that we emerge from slumber, and it herds us to
our wage slavery.
Pre-forms of school are based on the idea of the
panopticon. Elementary school beats the wildness or just the
child out of the child. High school and the media normalize
framed histories of the foundation of the canadian state. We
inhabit this life in sequences of boxes from our births in
hospital beds, to daycare then school which leads to careers,
and if we are lucky, retirement, however the coffin is a
guarantee.
Knowledge and education purvey and normalize the states
agenda. Education ignores the brutal history of colonization,
and how it continues today. Globalization is romanticized as
some sort of cultural sharing, when really it's role is to
expand capitalism to new frontiers. Through these systems
and ideas the mechanisms of progress are repeated and finds
itself dug deeper into our psyches. When we call this normal,
the bits of pieces of human existence that we are permitted,
seem bearable. We find ourselves in positions of paid labour
that is, often, to manage others or to further progress. We
legitimize these systems for assurance for a day sometime
after tomorrow.
For those that find themselves situated in Vancouver or in
the first world, we are physically sustained by the exploited
existence of people in even more precarious positions.
Generally this occurs in a place defined by it's relationship to
industry – the developing world. We consume fruits and
vegetables all year round from these places to secure our
healthy futures. When we sustain ourselves from the scraps
of civilization, the process of digestion leaves us depressed or
over stimulated. We trade so much of ourselves, to posses the
most amount of things, and to dance briefly with disposable
options, and from that we accrue so much damage to mental
health. Actions have consequences and cages affect our
mental health and emotional well-being. Simply: we own but
we are not.
Reassurance and normalization of what is perceived as
necessary are presented as warm and comfortable. The
values of capital are all around us at every moment and they
are present with different names, and embodiments. For
example the idea of quality of life is based on the states
values. These words are a false celebration that masks
violence, to create a high quality of life certain experiences
and ways of life are valued such as the capacity to drive cars
instead of celebrating puberty, the purveyance of agriculture
instead of the joys working with the seasons, and science
instead of relying on individual experiences. Many of these
values are presented as the only option in this existence,
forcing us to disown parts of our potentials. Is regurgitating

information pertaining to the narrative of capital satisfying?
Our emotions are manipulated with this tactic of
personalization, a tactic that fakes empathy with our
collective experiences of atomization. The illusion of safety
that institutions offer creates a deeply instilled cultural
narrative. We think that we must, and that we find comfort
in the only options that are presented to us. Children play
with plastic, sexualized dolls and instruments of
employment while listening to music that glorifies
domestication and capital. The resonance of feelings behind
the words in this dictated story do the work to stuff in the
emotional blanks that the cold, placating structures of
capitalism cannot. In order to do the dirty work that
domination requires we must internalize and identify with
this beast. We identify with their jobs, their concepts of
beauty, their wars and their values.
The goal is to not just tear down the idols of power but to
completely overturn ideas about material pleasure, and the
hope behind it.What values are instilled in you that are not
your own?What does it mean to live a life that is truly
meaningful to you and to live with conviction in this world
that has never had a concern for your consent?
Perhaps the secret in these conditions is to really begin, to
leap in rebellion, and to spread attacks. This can be a form of
struggle that carries a turbulent world of magic within it.
Power is realized in such moments. Recognizing one's
potentialities would then be accompanied by the enjoyment
of the infinite potentialities in the moment. Do not renounce
life, exalt it in what ever way seems necessary for your life.
You are the holder of your existence.
When we wait for tomorrow we forget who we were today.
Am I so naive to believe that I can be myself in a context with
so much weight, with so much compliance that tomorrow my
thoughts will be more clear?
Being conscious that there are consequences is important
to keep with us when we remove ourselves from docility.
Nonetheless it is important that, in these moments we keep
the memories and the feelings of violence that has been
perpetrated on us through these dominating structures.
Above all, would be realizing that the need for freedom is
greater than any feeling of fear and terror. I dare you to
throw yourself into battle with absolute confidence, with
fear, it's true, but also with an implacable determination that
has been emanated from those who at all cost seek anarchy
or absolute freedom. Joy is found in each one who liberates
herself from the obligations of the present, she who
questions the dominant order of things, and takes a part in
the criminal quest for freedom.
Spontaneously and in this moment I can dare. Today I can
act. Today I thrust myself violently from the reification that
surrounds me. I have the possibility to carry anarchy from
abstract theory to practice where my desires are armed and I
trigger my own reality.
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Voices Unheard

A Critique of the Truth & Reconciliation Commission
{ BY OKAPI

I

n 2008, the Canadian government launched the Truth &
Reconciliation Commission (TRC), a massive appeasement
campaign aimed at "creating a relationship based on mutual
understanding and respect" between the country and its
Indigenous population. Following in the footsteps of South
Africa—the self-proclaimed pioneer of the court-like
restorative justice model—the TRC conducted forums in
which thousands of first-hand accounts were given
regarding the Indian Residential School System, which ran
from 1876 to 1996. Subsequent to the program's launch,
Prime Minister Stephen Harper issued a formal apology on
behalf of the government for crimes of “cultural genocide”.
Not long after, the Catholic and Anglican churches—having
operated 60% and 30% of these schools, respectively—
followed suit.

but wonder how many well-payed lawyers it took to craft
such a thoroughly whitewashed account of the darkest spot
in Canada's record of abuse.
The TRC's forums— which took place in several locales
throughout the program's 7-year stint— were mere
pageantry, giving victims little opportunity to voice their
aggravation. Statements by any residential school survivors
had to be submitted months in advance for screening and
many were downright rejected. Once approved, they were
given a mere 10 minutes to speak, which seems hardly
enough to even touch on decades of mistreatment and abuse.
Of course, church officials were given no time restrictions.
To put it simply, the TRC was a perfect form of damage
control, a way for the Canadian state to reassert its
legitimacy and wash its blood-soaked hands. By issuing the
"official" statements regarding residential schools, the
government placed itself in a prime position from which it
could easily control the flow of information. Because of its
reputation as a definitive and legitimate authority, the TRC
has eclipsed many independent sources which have been
doing the same research for years, turning up totally
contradictory findings.

In June of this year, the TRC issued its final report,
receiving praise from the national media. However, the
report disclosed no information that we didn't already know.
What it did do was focus attention on colonial Canada's past
crimes in order to diffuse attention from ones it is presently
committing, such as its incessant attacks on Indigenous
sovereignty in defense of the country's oil industry. The
forums also provided an avenue through which church and
Although the TRC only claims 4,000 deaths in the centurygovernment officials could admit to their crimes and face no
long history of residential schools, other sources have
legal repercussions, essentially granting absolution to the
asserted the death rate to have been as high as 40%. Death
perpetrators of state-sanctioned slaughter.
records indicate dozens of deaths at each location every
When criminals are put in charge of their own trials, don't single year, corroborating the latter claim. Since the
expect any semblance of justice. In true Orwellian fashion, program's end in 1996, plenty of time has passed for
the directors of the TRC were appointed by the very same documents to be "misplaced", evidence destroyed, or burial
organizations that it was tasked with investigating: the grounds disturbed (independent researchers have found 28
Catholic, Anglican, and United churches. Dissecting the obscured or partially destroyed gravesites across Canada).
report's hundreds of stomach-turning pages, one cannot help

Penmanship class at Red Deer Indian Industrial School
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Due to the downplayed body count, the common narrative
now holds that a majority of deaths were a cause of
"negligence" rather than an outright planned eradication.
Canada's TRC closely resembles a similar venture carried
out by the government of South Africa two years after the
end of Apartheid. Thousands of black South Africans
testified on the flagrant injustices of the National Party,
which held office from 1948 to 1994. Amnesty was granted to
all human rights abusers in order to secure their testimonies
and “uncover truth about past abuse”. Even former president
F.W. de Clerk, personally responsible for carrying out the
torture and extrajudicial murders of countless people, faced
no consequences and currently makes a cozy living as a
professional lecturer.
All acts of colonization rely on the subjugation of a region's
original inhabitants. Occupying forces must be able to wring
the land, resources, and labor necessary for the continued
success of the colony, often through state-sanctioned policies
like residential schools, reserves, and other forms of racial
segregation. The Canadian government hasn't had a change
of heart regarding its treatment of Indigenous people; it has
merely formulated a series of concessions to help play up the
country's image as "just' and "progressive". In reality, the
government continues to occupy unceded land while
Indigenous people face higher homocide and incarceration
rates than any other racial group.
50% of Indigenous children live in poverty compared to
just 17% of other Canadians. The median income of an
Indigenous adult is just $19,000, compared to $33,000 for the
rest of Canada. While the life expectancy for the average
Canadian is 82 years, Indigenous people on average live to be
just 72, and have some of the highest suicide rates in the
world (six times higher than average Canadians). Although

Canada ranks 8th on the UN's Human Development Index, its
Indigenous population would place 63rd, right between
Mauritius and Trinidad & Tobago.
True reconciliation cannot occur on the terms of the
abuser. The TRC does nothing more than reinforce the power
in the hands of colonial Canada, creating a vehicle for
political expediency rather than anything even closely
resembling "justice".
If the government had any intention on actual
reconciliation, it would surrender the vast tracts of land it
has stolen; it would halt its monstrous pipeline projects,
learn the meaning of the world "unceded", and stop
infringing on sovereign nations; it would not kill with
impunity any Indigenous person that got in their way. Maybe
then, just maybe, there would be justice and reconciliation
for the 150,000 children who were kidnapped, mutilated, and
deprived of their ancestral culture; for the hundreds of
Indigenous women who have mysteriously gone missing in
just a few decades; and for the 114 million people
exterminated in what is easily the longest, most brutal act of
genocide in human history.

w W w

Thomas Moore before and after his entrance into the Regina Indian Residential School
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The Lesser Evil

Or "Don't Be So Fucking Proud of Yourself"
{ BY BETTY

I

engagement in it is completely lacking in meaningful
analysis* of class dynamics let alone autonomy or mutual
aid. It is charity work. Do not become bogged down in it, and
do not lose sight of the real struggle. This is not work to be
proud of, it is work to be fought fiercely against. As with any
other, the struggle lies against the job and the bullshit
We all exist under capitalism. Very few of us are able to capitalist system that upholds it. Poverty work is just like any
live (at least in the city) without some manner of monetary other work, and to believe anything else is folly at best and
income. I could go into a lengthy diatribe about the prideful naivete at worst.
If you are a poverty worker in the DTES (or anywhere else)
romanticization of poverty that many, especially young often
secretly middle class anarchists, are beholden to, but that's a the best you can do (the best any of us can do) is to liberate
rant for another issue. Most of us work. Many of us pursue assets, however small, sabotage, burn, and otherwise destroy
jobs based on their availability, the education level and type our bosses and the “non-profit” machine**. Or at the very
available to us, our skills and our interests, until we either get least, stop kidding ourselves.
sick of it and run to the woods, retire into old age and
bitterness or die. We, the lucky few who are able to choose
jobs that we will hopefully hate ourselves and our lives less
for, enter the poverty or “helping” field such as it is. When we
discover that our jobs are in fact not helpful and actually a
barren wasteland of naiveté and suffering, we are left feeling
foolish and that much more hopeless.
n the last issue of Wreck there was a piece written by my
dear friend and comrade Ecrym regarding social control
through use of the mental health system and social housing,
specifically in Vancouver's Downtown Eastside. As they
mentioned this industry employs many, including
anarchists. Consider this a tangent off of that.

As a young anarchist living in the city with a developing
analysis I found myself seeking work in the poverty field
after spending well over a decade in the for-profit world. I
told myself that because of the nature of work I was doing, I
would be at least a lesser part of the system, a smaller cog,
maybe even sometimes a wrench. I thought I could help
people access survival tools and improve their quality of life
despite the daily systemic oppression created and enforced
by capitalism and all its tentacles. As a person who is
continuing to survive rape, domestic abuse and addictions,
and has been in and out of the system, I know these thoughts
and justifications are not unique to me. I told friends, family
and lovers with a smug sense of satisfaction that I worked in
the DTES, and as I've seen so so many others do, proceeded to
bask in the awws of appreciation for such good work and how
“worth it” it must be. If I could turn the clock back, I'd beat
the shit out of me.
There is a saying about bigger cages and longer chains. I
found my triumphs at work to be often that. Celebrating an
overturned eviction for a client that lived in an infested SRO
surrounded by buckets of their own excrement. Sucking an
extra $30 out of welfare for a client so they can fix before the
next mardi gras. Making it so that a client only has to get a
pig-enforced injection of haze-inducing chemicals every two
weeks instead of every week. Getting some snotty housing
worker fired only to be replaced by someone worse. I rightly
felt naive. While I staunchly believe that workers gotta work,
I sure can't defend the nature of that work or call it a lesser
evil, and I certainly can't abide others blindly defending it out
of some false sense of morality or superiority either.
Work must not be without its analysis. There is no “better”
work or “worse” work, just as there is no “outside” of
capitalism. It is a forced exchange of our labor for money. We
are not doing ourselves any favors by romanticizing some
work over other work, or any work at all. This liberal notion
that work in the poverty field is valiant and good is moralistic
exploitative nonsense that must be stricken from our lenses.

*No, anti-oppression praxis does not count, not even a little bit. If your
analysis begins and ends with anti-o you've gone about the depth of a
very sad saucer, try harder.
**Does your office have a photocopier? Use that shit to print zines or
pamphlets for the next workshop or demo. Are there surveillance
cameras around? Break them. Does the SRO you work at have a spare
room or lockers full of supplies? Copy those keys and give them to your
comrades. Does your office have petty cash? Give that shit away. Does
the boss have kids? Find out where they go to school. We are
anarchists, we have hundreds of years of creative shit behind us, come

Solidarity is seeing your struggle in the struggle of others, up with something. Especially if you are working at one of these multi
and working together towards mutual liberation. It is a million dollar organizations, trust me there are opportunities for
fundamental element of the anarchist project. There is no
solidarity in this work. Poverty work and many worker's reappopriation, regardless of your level of comfort with risky business.
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REAL SHIT

Pro-Anti-Anti-Anti-Anti-Anti-Oppression
{ BURNING NERDY BOOKS AND GETTING DIRTY LOOKS, AGNES S

T

here's a lot of goddamn sceney bullshit I've had to deal
with lately and I want to briefly touch on the topics of
being real and believing that everyone else is being real too.
This isn't an attempt to unify any anarchist sects, but instead
aims to elbow out some more room for the conversations I've
tried to have with the people I already do work with and care
about, but that get shut down by this sceney bullshit.
Politically minded people are often susceptible to being
swept into a particular current of philosophy. As we navigate
uncharted territory and push boundaries, some of us might
feel uncomfortable not having a firm opinion on important
issues we encounter that are truly outside of our experiences
or are so convoluted that the problem-solving channels that
are usually clear to us become fuzzy. It can be all too easy to
skip certain stages of critical thinking (or critical intuiting or
however you figure your shit out) by bypassing them with
dogma inherited from other people, other schools of thought,
and other situations. Some specific and general examples of
these murky waters include: what kind of involvement in the
Black Lives Matter movement is appropriate for white people;
how do you deal with someone who's been abusive in your
social circle; whether it’s worth listening to a dude talk about
how great or useless feminism is; tactics; identity politics;
egoism uber alles, etc. etc.

energy into social struggle called life-stylers because the
energy they more visibly put into keeping themselves safe
and healthy is seen as a righteous mission to solve the world's
problems through safer spaces (when it’s really a loathed and
necessary task for them).
I'd like to say that these assumptions come from weariness
of more candid and forthcoming conversations that always
end similarly, but being good pals with a lot of solid-as-fuck
"manarchists" and "identity politicians" alike, I have a hard
time believing that. Maybe I just have a lower threshold of
solidness? Maybe folks open up to me more easily? Either
way, everyone has some annoying shit they're working on
but I've met way more people whose will to engage in
struggle comes from an honest, dynamic, and reasonable
place than I've met opportunist social-climbers.
To bring my own experiences into this, I'm a sensitive baby
sometimes, but I care about more struggles than just staying
alive and I'll (over)extend myself to whatever frontlines I
choose (usually not very impressive ones). There was no
bridge but identity politics for me from feeling like I'm a
piece of shit to being self-respecting enough to leave some
elements of identity politics behind me and figure myself
and others out in a more nuanced way. I need feminism and I
always have. That doesn't mean I think it’s going to solve
everything, nor do I think that that means its relevant for all
it claims to be needed by. It just hurts like hell when someone
dismisses the thing that's saved me and so many friends as
liberal and unnecessary, so I will defend the people around
me spouting feminist anti-o rhetoric because, whether their
doing it from survival-mode or revolution-mode, I'd like to
assume they're speaking from the honesty I've usually
spoken from and not using this language as an easy in to
being a cool alternative activist socialite as is so-often
assumed.

I've seen people apply their standard logic to deflect any
criticism in a hurtfully patronizing way. A challenge to their
policy on x will result in them explaining this basic-ass
righteous logic as if the challenger can't comprehend it. To
me it so often sounds like "oh, you just don't understand this
basic concept" and then will explain something like why
diversity of tactics is important, why it’s important to protect
survivors, how identity politics can only go so far and not all
women are the same, "they're not using your correct
pronouns? fuck em", you're policing my behaviour by saying
I'm an asshole, and so on. Folks will defend certain principles
If I'm saying anything here it's that most people are
they've deemed important even if the situation is way more chillers if you'll just give them the chance, stop being so
complex than blanket statements can ever account for.
reactionary every time someone says something that you
Additionally, I've seen assumptions made about people don't understand, develop your own thoughts and let them
who are criticizing an idea, stating their needs, using certain change, have difficult conversations even if you're afraid of
language, or organizing in patterns associated with certain saying something fucked up, and if you're going to make any
principles. I've often been written off as part of the anti-o assumption let it be that your comrades hearts burn with
camp and I've had extremely honest, real, and difficult-to-say rage like yours and their bellies ache from sorrow like yours
things passed off as posturing and dogmatism. I've seen and their minds come alive when they see a new possibility
people assume my friends are all white dudes because of the before them and sometimes, when you can, they are worth
militant beliefs they hold. I've seen people who devote a lot of your patience to talk to.
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Agency Against Pipelines

Responses to corporate and police encroachment on Unist'ot'en land
{ BY LLUD

T

he twin institutions of capitalism and the state are two of
the most insanely destructive projects that human beings
have ever devised. At present, climate change is becoming
more and more obvious to the average person and the misery
of capitalism is ever deepening. Resources that the capitalist
system uses to stay afloat are drying up, and it is now forced
to go into the shale rock and sand for these energy resources.
In so called “BC”, we are seeing pipelines and refinery plants
being pushed forward as a last ditch effort to keep the system
running at it's smooth pace in spite of economic and
environmental catastrophe.
The resistance to these pipelines has been multi-form but
also quite limited considering the vastness of the problem
that must be tackled. We have seen non-violent civil
disobedience play out on Burnaby Mountain in response to
the Kinder Morgan pipeline expansion, which served as little
more than a media spectacle. We have seen Secwepemc
rebels take a more disruptive approach at the gatherings of
CEO's and others with business interests related to pipeline
infrastructure. Up north, we have seen traditional
indigenous clan structures distance themselves from
government band council structures, as a way to encourage
their people to reclaim their culture and lands. All these
among many others.
The Unist'ot'en clan of the Wet'suwet'en people have a
camp that is blocking multiple pipelines. At present the camp
is in a public discourse dispute with pipeline construction
contractors and the RCMP. The pigs and corporations appear
to be setting up the case for an injunction of the land defense
camp with the argument that they are disrupting the work
that surveyors need to do. The camp is responding with the
legal argument that they are enacting their traditional
jurisdiction on their lands which they have never ceded to
colonial and capitalist control. It is also significant that the
camp is at a strategic pinch point of a bridge that crosses a
river (Wedzin Kwah).

The legacy of the 1990 Oka rebellion looms large in the
minds of many as what can happen when indigenous people
refuse to allow the state to walk over them. In recent history
we have the inspiring resistance of the Mik'maq people and
their warriors who defended their territories against
fracking throughout 2013. Both these examples used violent
self defense, disruption of the economy, local community
involvement and the Mik'maq struggle used some sabotage.
The most important difference of all between these struggles
and the Unist'ot'en camp is the lack of a larger involvement
of their own people from nearby communities. The camp has
instead preferred a strategy of parachuting activists in from
other places. This is not to put down our comrades but to
point out to all who do not seem to recognize it, that different
strategies will have different outcomes, just as different
indigenous peoples have different social dynamics at play.
Modern day resistance movements have a tendency to
romanticize struggles that they see as the most legitimate. In
so called “Canada” this usually takes the form of support or
“indigenous solidarity” to the initiatives of indigenous
people. On the west coast a great deal of energy has been put
into support for the Unist'ot'en camp. The best way that
many have been able to respond to the tense situation up
north is fundraising for legal defense and infrastructure at
the camp, as well as trying to get “bodies” up there for
“arrestability” in case of an attempted removal by police.
These attempts, while understandable, will not stop the
pipelines. The struggle must be diffuse, but instead we have
all thrown our eggs in one basket with the unrealistic
expectation that someone will stop the pipelines for us. We
have done a disservice to our indigenous comrades by placing
the brunt of action against pipelines on their shoulders.
Anarchists are also guilty of this, but we are not alone in
exhibiting this problematic dynamic. Often the justification
for such a position is that of “taking leadership”. A tragic lack
of clarity as to what exactly “leadership” means has left
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many hands tied, and the “safest” way to continue is seen as
renouncing one's agency.
Those of us that acknowledge that the current context of
capitalist exploitation will deepen the misery of most of us,
must find more creative ways to relate to struggle. Queers,
POC's, anarchists, trans people, students, all the many others,
and all of our wider networks that do not easily fit into only
one or even any of these categories must struggle on our own
terms.

relationships that many of us allow to stagnate, often due to
social insecurity, which have infinite potential to threaten
the powers that threaten us all. We must be in search of
deeper affinities with those around us. This can come from
supporting each other emotionally, but all too often this is
separated from challenging internal power dynamics, social
mores and ideologies which prevent us from being strong
together. Being hip, cool, popular, self-righteous,
intentionally nerdy, or wallowing in your insecurity will only
There are an infinite variety of ways in which we can begin get you so far, and will do little to build relationships of trust.
Challenge your friends to fight and to keep on fighting,
to do this, here are a few possible examples:
support them in their fights, and remind them if they are
1) Expand the terrain of struggle – When something like leaving a city or wherever a struggle is happening that they
the Burnaby Mountain camp, or a large demonstration, or can try to find other ways to keep up the fight.
potentially even a new project of exploitation presents itself,
4) Get outside your comfort zone (calling you on your
we can get together with people that we know and trust and
discuss ways to respond. From these groups we can engage in cop-out) – We all have our comfort zones, and these zones are
a critical manner with others in the struggle while building ever changing. Those of us who have been around for even a
our capacity to act in our own groups (potentially in short period of time know what to expect from a workshop or
coordination with others). We can bring the energy of groups panel discussion. Try forming your own ideas and reading
rather than passive spectators to anything that may be revolutionary writings from a lot of perspectives. Beyond
happening. Sometimes the best support that one can give is that, try applying the lessons you learn from books or
creating new fronts for the enemy to defend, and through word of mouth to things happening on the ground
and try finding others in a similar place with the intention of
participants for them to be weary of.
turning ideas into action – self-organized action. Don't wait
2) Practice autonomy – It is all well and good not to want
for others to rally you to some cause, waiting is as addictive
to overstep ones boundaries when it may be limiting to
as crack, break the habit. Also, I feel there is a disgusting level
others. Contrary to what many believe though, the best way
of infantilization, victimization and self-righteous posturing
to limit others can actually be to follow along passively.
swirling around social movements and scenes these days. We
Again, with small or large groups of trusted comrades,
all have our boogeymen as well as legitimate grievances with
various actions can be taken which will build our experience
others. But all too often we use these as an easy-out for
and analysis through that experience will do a great deal
disengagement with the principles and tensions we claim to
more than just “shutting up”. It can be a great learning
hold dear. There is also a vast difference between being
experience or it can be a complete waste of time to listen to
unsafe and uncomfortable. Life is full of both discomfort and
others in a social movement. A practice of autonomy as
danger. The western political morality of guaranteed rights
groups or individuals means setting our own standards and
and free speech that seems to have seeped into everyone's
thereby strengthening another's as long as we have a
brains has meant that “decolonization” has become
common trajectory.
associated only with “speaking out”, and rebellion against a
3) Build and challenge your relationships – Many of us social order that was founded upon genocide is somehow
exist within social scenes and many of us have diverse expected to be “safe”. This does not mean that I expect us all
networks of people with some kind of common interest. to be robotic, emotionless martyrs but that we might want to
There are many relationships such as within families where practice a little bit more courage than we've been showing.
it can be far more difficult and in fact impossible for some to
turn in a subversive direction. However there are a variety of
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Collage submitted by Largo
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Collage submitted by Anonymous
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Call-Out For Submissions

RECK is a print-based anarchist publication from Vancouver, BC (Coast Salish Territories). Our project offers an
anarchist analysis to the events and activities that affect everyday life in Vancouver and surrounding regions. We
hope that it will facilitate face-to-face conversations and introduce anarchist ideas to those who are less familiar with them.
Hopefully this publication can also act as a message in a bottle, allowing those far away to become aware of our projects and
predicaments.
We are looking for submissions for our next issue. We are interested in any piece that takes an anti-capitalist and antistate approach to the matters that affect them and the people around them. Submissions should engage with analyses and
methods that go beyond state approaches, such as petitioning governments or voting blocks, as such actions empower and
strengthen the state's ability to control our lives. Original artwork, poetry, and other artistic submissions are also welcome. If
you would like to submit, or have an idea you would like to pass by the editors, email us at wreck@riseup.net. The deadline for
submission is November 30, 2015.

Things We Like

Local News and Resources:
warriorpublications.wordpress.com – Promotes warrior culture, fighting spirit, and resistance movements
vancouver.mediacoop.com – Local grassroots news and updates
38bloodalley.wordpress.com – Local anarchist social space
spartacusbooks.net – Local radical bookstore and event space
beattheraid.wordpress.com – Update on No Pipelines Graffiti House Raid
camas.ca – Radical books and infoshop in Victoria
bcblackout.wordpress.com – Social war against industrial expansion
International News and Resources:
crimethinc.com/podcast/ - Awesome anarchist audio podcast
submedia.tv – anarchist and activist documentaries and video podcast
actforfree.nostate.net – International insurrectionary news and updates
digitalelephant.blogspot.com – Classic insurrectionary anarchist archive
theanarchistlibrary.org – Archive of anarchist writings
prole.info – Angry anti-state marxist analysis from the front lines of the workplace
pugetsoundanarchists.org – anarchist news and updates from the Puget Sound and surrounding area.
blackseed.anarchyplanet.org – Bi-annual green anarchist print-based publication
325.nostate.net – Raw news from the insurrectionary anarchist web portal
fireworksbayarea.com - Anarchist publication from Oakland, CA
indybay.org - News from the San Francisco Bay Area
anarchistnews.org – Non-sectarian anarchist newsboard
libcom.org - Free access to anarchist zines, publications, literature
reddit.com/r/anarchism - Online forum for anarchist discussion
strikemag.org – Bi-monthly political, philosophical, art, and sedition newspaper
infoshop.org – International news and updates
mtlcounter-info.org – Autonomous communication for the struggle against authority in Montreal
itsgoingdown.org - “North America” focused anarchist news and resources
thedirt.noblogs.org – Epic anti-prison resource based out of the Pacific Northwest.
Online Distros:
sproutdistro.com
semodistro.com
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